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a b s t r a c t

In recent years, recycling and remanufacturing functions have received increased attention because of
strict environmental concerns and regulations. The aim of this paper is to investigate the pricing stra-
tegies as well as the quality level and effort decisions of the manufacturer, retailer, and third party
operating in two types of closed-loop supply chains: (1) single-channel forward supply chain with a
dual-recycling channel (SD model) and (2) dual-channel forward supply chain with a dual-recycling
channel (DD model). On the basis of these different channel structures, two manufacturer Stackelberg
game models are developed to explore the best values for prices, quality levels, and sales and collection
efforts. In addition, to draw managerial insights, corresponding equilibrium solutions of the two model
structures are determined and compared, and the channel structure that most benefits each supply chain
member is examined. To reduce channel conflicts and increase each channel member’ profits, a novel
coordination mechanism is introduced and discussed. Two numerical examples are presented to simu-
late the strategies for choosing the best channel format for a decentralized closed-loop supply chain and
examine the effectiveness of the coordination contract. The results revealed that the DD model is the best
for the manufacturer, and the optimal channel structure for the retailer depends on the retailer's market
share. However, by applying a novel coordination mechanism, all three members of a closed-loop supply
chain can benefit from the introduction of an online selling channel. Furthermore, the results showed
that the quality of products in the DD model is always greater than it is for products in the SD model.
Moreover, it is observed from the sensitivity analysis that the recycling channel member with a pre-
dominant market share exerts greater collections effort and offers lower buyback prices than others in
the collection channel.

© 2018 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Over the past few decades, recycling and remanufacturing
functions have received considerable attention by both academi-
cians and practitioners because of resource shortages and re-
quirements to implement sustainable development and
environmental processes, such as waste disposal, that affect
pollution levels in the air and water tables and ameliorate the
natural resource depletion. In addition, government legislation has
proven highly influential in saving resources, protecting ecological
eh), sadegh.moshtagh@ut.ac.
environments, and encouraging the development of green prod-
ucts. Legislation and overall environmental consciousness force
companies to initiate a closed-loop supply chain (CLCS), which
incorporates reverse flow into the forward flow of the supply chain
and combines the processes into an integrated system that affects
economic, environmental, and social performances (Guide and
Wassenhove, 2003).

Studies on closed-looped supply chains (CLSCs) can be classified
from the following perspectives: production planning and in-
ventory management (Kenne et al., 2012), network design of the
CLSC (Kusumastuti et al., 2008; Yi et al., 2016b), and channel
management (Jiang et al., 2010), among others. Channel structure
selection is one of the most important aspects of marketing de-
cisions, which have been given considerable attention in both
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reverse and forward flows of supply chains. The main purpose of
this paper is to present an exhaustive discussion on the optimal
channel structures and supply chain members' profits in both for-
ward and reverse flows in terms of the main factors affecting
market demand: price, quality level, and sales and collection
efforts.

In current marketing systems, several types of channel struc-
tures feature reverse or forward flow. In the forward supply chain,
the structures include a retail channel; an online channel, in which
items are sold through the Internet directly; and a dual channel,
which is a hybrid of the retail and online channels. In fact, as the
Internet and related information technologies developed rapidly,
manufacturers have been attracted to direct channels in which
products are sold directly to end users through the Internet. In
addition, as a consequence of improved living standards, con-
sumers require high quality products and services, and although
some may prefer to shop in physical stores, customers are growing
increasingly accustomed to online shopping. Therefore, companies
have begun to sell through direct as well as traditional channels,
giving rise to dual channels. For instance, in recent years, many
outstanding companies in various industries (e.g., Nike, Dell, and
IBM) sell directly to end users by means of an online channel
(Chiang et al., 2003; Hua et al., 2010; Tedeschi, 2000; Tsay and
Agrawal, 2004). However, motivated by earning more profit,
other members of the supply chain, including third parties, are
involved in the collection of the used products, Hence, in the
reverse supply chain, several different types of channel processes
have been identified, including (1) manufacturer collects used
items directly from consumers, (2) manufacturer contracts with a
retailer who collects used products from customers, (3) manufac-
turer contracts with a third party for collecting used items, and (4)
manufacturer contracts with both a third party and a retailer to
collect used items. For this study, a three-level supply chain was
assumed in which used items are collected by both the third party
and the retailer. In this paper, channel structures of both forward
and reverse supply chains were taken into account.

Clearly, the emergence of dual-channel structures in both for-
ward and reverse flow creates competition between channel
members. In the forward-flow structure, manufacturers can
generate demand for their goods through e-channels. However, the
introduction of a dual-channel supply chain puts the retailer and
manufacturer into competition (Chiang et al., 2003). This compe-
tition results in a channel conflict and forces the retailer to compete
with the manufacturer. Therefore, the retailer launches local
advertising and exerts sales efforts to survive. In dual-channel
supply chains, sales efforts have remarkable impacts on cus-
tomers' channel choices and thus on demands, profits, and pricing
policies (Yan and Pei, 2009). Sales effort made by the manufacturer
or the retailer is prominent factor in the competitive market of a
dual channel. Through this research, to determine the efficiency of
advertising, the effect of manufacturer's and retailer's sales efforts
on the respective levels of demand is surveyed. Similarly, in the
reverse flow, to collect used products and gain more market share,
collectors may employ reverse logistics services, advertising about
recycling policies, and incentives (Gao et al., 2016). Also, the in-
vestment in collection efforts can enhance the return rate. In this
paper, by looking at the return quantity recovered by manufac-
turers and retailers, the effectiveness of collection efforts is exam-
ined. On the whole, decisions that are made about sales and
collection efforts in the forward and reverse channels can be
defined as effort-input decisions.

In addition to the sales and collection efforts, some other
important elements affect customer preferences. Because con-
sumers consider both price and quality of products, quality in-
vestments and price decisions play important roles in marketing
strategies, and they influence the market competitiveness of the
supply chains and the firms in it. In many industries, competition
shifts as customers focus on quality over price in specific market
segments (Gans, 2002; Ren and Zhou, 2008). As a result, competi-
tors adopt similar price policies but offer products of unequal
quality. Although those firms offering higher quality goods charge a
higher price for them, they may also incur higher costs (Baiman
et al., 2000; Banker et al., 1998). Based on the degree of opera-
tional inefficiency, an increase in quality may increase demand and
reduce the manufacturer's or retailer's profit. This research exam-
ines the conditions under which product quality improvement of-
fers an optimal solution for each type of channel.

This paper considers two CLSC models including a manufac-
turer, retailer, and third party, for which the market demand de-
pends on the own and cross prices and the quality of products and
the sales effort (The own price of a selling channel is the price
offered by the corresponding channel; the cross price of a selling
channel refers to the price offered by the opposing channel as well
as the quality of products and the sales effort. Also, the return
quantity is assumed to depend on the collection effort and the own
and cross-buyback price (buyback price is the price at which cus-
tomers sell their used product to the collector of the used items).
The manufacturer determines the online channel and wholesale
prices, the quality of products, and the sales effort to exert, and the
retailer chooses the retail price and the retail channel buyback price
as well as the sales and collection efforts to exert. Also, the third
party decides its own buyback price and the collection effort. Two
decentralized game theory models, each based on the Stackelberg
game model, a centralized and a coordinated system are estab-
lished to answer the following questions about two-channel
structures and the coordinated system:

� What are the optimal prices, product quality levels, and effort-
input decisions that generate profits in different models?

� Under which conditions domanufacturers benefit from opening
direct channels or adding retailers to the reverse channel? In
other words, which channel structure in the CLSC is the best in
different situations?

� Is the emergence of an online channel always detrimental to the
retailer?

� How does the manufacturer react to the trade-off between price
and quality in two different scenarios? How do different channel
structures influence product quality?

� What is the influence of sales and collection efforts on optimal
solutions? What is the influence of channel strategies on sales
and collection efforts?

� How can the manufacturer design a contract to eliminate
channel frictions between supply chain members and increase
its profits?

In general, the work presented herein contributes to the litera-
ture of CLSCs in the following ways: First, although numerous
factors, including own and cross-selling prices, the quality level of
products, sales and collection efforts, and own and cross-buyback
prices, affect the market demand and the return quantity, prior
studies have looked only into some of them, and there is no pub-
lished work showing consideration of them at the same time.
Therefore, in this paper, the most important factors affecting
customer preferences were incorporated into two different
channel-structure models to examine the effect of channel struc-
tures on these factors and supply chain members' profits compre-
hensively. Second, previous researchers mostly examined either
forward- or reverse-channel structures. Very fewworks considered
both the forward and the reverse channel structures simulta-
neously. Therefore, unlike most prior studies, this paper looks at
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both forward- and reverse-channel formats in the CLSC. In a dual-
channel CLSC, channel conflict emerges between the chain mem-
bers; however, few works in the literature addressed this problem
through coordination mechanisms. To fill this gap in the literature,
a novel coordination mechanism is introduced and its effectiveness
is examined through two numerical examples. Finally, most pub-
lished papers are based on the presumption that the buyback price
is a constant parameter; however, the price of returns significantly
affects the return quantity. Therefore, like that of Li et al. (2013), this
research assumes that the return policy influences return quantity;
however, unlike them, this study investigated a CLSC with two
selling channels in which some parameters affect demand expan-
sion. More important, unlike prior studies of the reverse supply
chain, along with the competitive environment in the forward
supply chain, a competitive environment in the reverse flow of
CLSC is examined.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2,
the literature review is provided. Key assumptions and notations
are outlined in Section 3. In Section 4, the formulation of the gen-
eral model is explained. In Section 5, comparisons between two
different models are presented. In Section 6, illustrative examples
are shown that account for the applications of the results outlined
in Sections 4 and 5, and concluding remarks are offered in Section 7.

2. Literature review

In recent years, studies on CLCS and remanufacturing issues
considerably increased. Govindan et al. (2015) and Govindan and
Soleimani (2017) presented a comprehensive review of CLSC and
reverse logistics. Many analytical and scientific studies were per-
formed in various aspects of CLSC, operations, including inventory
management, production planning, network design, channel
management, and so forth. In this paper, the main focus is on the
issues of channel management, pricing policies, and coordination
mechanisms.

Channel management is one of the most important aspects of
marketing decisions, and it is investigated by many researchers,
many of whom recognized that establishment of a direct channel
leads to new problems. Previous works that feature investigations
of dual-channel models have shown extensive study on pricing
policies by taking competition into account. For instance, Moriarty
and Moran (1990) declared an undeniable competition between
direct and traditional channels. Chiang et al. (2003), as well as Tsay
and Agrawal (2004), pointed out that channel friction in the dual-
channel system is problematic for channel members.

To suggest means of reducing channel conflict between manu-
facturers and retailers, many researchers have investigated pricing
strategies within both direct and traditional channels. Chiang et al.
(2003) demonstrated that introducing an e-channel may allow a
manufacturer to monitor the pricing behavior of the retailer, which
could reduce conflict. Using the Pareto zone, they indicated that
addition of an online channel can benefit members of both chan-
nels. In a study similar to that of Chiang et al. (2003), Yan and Pei
(2009) looked at the issue of retail services in a supply chain with
two selling channels and showed that the online channel may not
invariably harm the retailer who improves services in response.
Fruchter and Tapiero (2005) showed that the optimal decisions of
themanufacturer lead to adoption of consistent pricing policies and
establishment of the same price in both channels. By considering
both single- and dual-channel supply chains, Cai (2010) examined
theways the channel structures and coordination affect the optimal
decisions of the supplier and the retailer. By contemplating both
centralized and decentralized systems, Dan et al. (2012) deter-
mined the optimum strategies for prices and retail services in a
supply chain with two selling channels. Also, they examined the
effects of retailer market share and services on the pricing behav-
iors of the supply chain members. In a recent work considering
single- and dual-channel distribution structures, Lu and Liu (2015)
discussed the way the introduction of e-commerce influences the
behavior of manufacturers and retailers. Recently, Li et al. (2016)
presented a dual-channel supply chain model for the case of
green products, and by considering a consistent pricing policy, they
analyzed the pricing and greening policies for the retailer and the
manufacturer. Taleizadeh et al. (2014) developed a multiple prod-
uct single machine system with quality considerations and rework
and remanufacturing processes.

Departing from studies of the forward supply chain, many re-
searchers have discussed channel structure selection in the context
of the reverse supply chain. Savaskan et al. (2004) proposed three
decentralized models characterized by manufacturer, retailer, and
third party collections to decide the most appropriate decision for
the reverse-channel. Their results indicate that retailer recycling is
the most beneficial structure for the manufacturer. Yao and Chen
(2007) extended the work of Savaskan et al. (2004) by looking at
manufacturer sales of products to end users. They also analyzed
different reverse-channel formats from the manufacturer's
perspective.

Although the cited studies relate the issue of choosing collection
channels, they disregard the impact of competition on the best
decisions for implementing CLSCs. Therefore, Savaskan and Van
Wassenhove (2006) investigated the interactions between manu-
facturers and retailers who are deciding the specifics of forward
and reverse channels under retailer competition. Hong et al. (2013)
proposed a CLSC model with a hybrid dual-collection channel in
which the manufacturer has three options. Their results showed
that for the manufacturer, collection by both the manufacturer and
the retailer is the best reverse-channel format. Recently, Huang
et al. (2013) extended both decentralized and centralized models
with a dual-collection channel to investigate the optimal channel
choice in the reverse flow of a CLSC. They also showed that the best
choice for the reverse channel is related to the intensity of
competition between members of the collection channel. Hong
et al. (2015) elaborated a joint pricing, advertising, and collection
model by considering three reverse-collection modes. Yi et al.
(2016a) developed a retailer-led CLSC consisting of two recycling
channels for construction machinery remanufacturing.

As the buyers of manufactured and remanufactured products
and the main resource of used items, customer perspectives are
considered vital in CLSC management research. In recent years,
many scholars have investigated consumer-related factors, such as
price, quality, and advertising, that significantly influence customer
preferences, and subsequently, market demand. However, the
literature lacks single articles in which all of these influential fac-
tors are considered simultaneously. Accordingly, in this paper, we
explore consumer-related factors jointly with regard to different
channel structures.

Among the critical factors contributing to customer preferences,
quality issues have garnered increased attention in recent years.
Singer et al. (2003) investigated a distribution channel of dispos-
able products in which the supplier and the retailer decide the
optimal investment in quality as a function of customer demand.
Xie et al. Xie et al. (2011) presented a selection model of two
competing supply chains to investigate the issue of quality
improvement. De Giovanni (2011) studied a dynamic optimization
model of advertising, pricing, and quality improvement strategies
under both cooperative and non-cooperative scenarios. De Gio-
vanni also assumed that demand depends on price and goodwill. By
considering uncertainty in the quality of used items, Huang et al.
(2015) presented a modal interval based method with multi-
dimensional reverse channel in which the retailer is
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predominant. Recently, Moshtagh and Taleizadeh (2017) discussed
an inventorymodel of a CLSC by considering the stochastic qualities
of returns, shortage, and reworked products. Yu and Ma (2013)
investigated the effects of different decision sequences on the
quality investment, product price, and supply chain profit in a two-
level assembly system under demand uncertainty. Recently, by
assuming that the demand of products depends on the quality
level, Maiti and Giri (2015) proposed a three-echelon CLSCmodel to
determine the best values for the price and quality level of items in
five scenarios.

In the CLSC setting, sales and collection efforts play pivotal roles
in augmentingmarket demand and promoting a recycling program.
Recently, many studies have been performed on ways sales efforts
affect market demand and ways to exert such effort efficiently.
However, current papers on the CLSC give little attention to the
momentous influence of advertising on demand and return quan-
tity expansion.

By considering sales effort-dependent demand expansion,
Taylor (2002) studied supply chain coordination through contracts
of targeted rebates and returns. Ma et al. (2013b) determined the
optimal decisions of effort levels and channel strategies by
considering the impact of quality andmarketing efforts under three
different power formats. Their results indicated that in the most
profitable strategies, the retailer invests in marketing under a
retailer Stackelberg, and the manufacturer invests in quality efforts
under a manufacturer Stackelberg. Hong et al. (2015) proposed a
two-echelon CLCS model to survey optimal pricing policies,
advertising levels, and return rates under different collection-
channel formats. Chen (2015) analyzed the influence of pricing
policies and cooperative advertising mechanisms on the competi-
tive manufacturer-led supply chain with dual selling channels. In a
recent work, Gao et al. (2016) studied a two-level CLSC model by
investigating different channel power modes in which the market
demand is relevant to used-product collection efforts as well as
retail and sales prices. Recently, Taleizadeh et al. (2017) optimized
price, quality, effort level, and return policy in a three-echelon CLSC
according to various games by applying different game models.

In addition to the collection effort, the return quantity of used
products in a CLCS is directly influenced by return policies. Previous
researchers addressed the effect of different return policies on
customers, whose behavior has been analyzed (Ai et al., 2012; Davis
et al., 1998; Hess and Mayhew, 1997; Shulman et al., 2009).
Mukhopadhyay and Setoputro (2004) proposed a direct sales
model to survey the impact of return and pricing policies on
customer decisions to purchase and return. Using a direct sales
model, Yu and Wang (2008) determined optimal marketing and
return strategies. Bonifield et al. (2010) extended a direct sales
model and analyzed the relationship between quality and return
policies. In a recent work, Li et al. (2013) extended amodel of online
direct selling with the joint considerations of the pricing, product
quality, and return strategies.

In recent years, the issue of coordination has been receiving
increasing attention in the literature. Majumder and Srinivasan
(2006) applied a two-part tariff contract to coordinate a serial
supply chain with different leadership policies. Hong et al. (2015)
extended four different models to derive the optimal value of
advertising investment, used-product collection, and pricing in
both centralized and decentralized systems. They also pointed out
that using a two-part tariff contract, members of a decentralized
CLSC can attain a coordinated system, while this is impossible
under cooperative advertising. By considering the impact of quality
and marketing effort, Ma et al. (2013a) developed a novel coordi-
nation contract to coordinate manufacturer and the retailer efforts.
Gao et al. (2016) explored the influence of different channel power
formats on pricing and effort decisions. They also introduced a low-
price promotion strategy to coordinate the manufacturer Stackel-
berg model. To coordinate a CLSC under different channel leader-
ship, Choi et al. (2013) developed the two-tariff and new revenue-
sharing contract.

On the basis of the highlighted literature, the conclusion was
made that no one has looked at CLSCs while simultaneously
considering the effects of own and cross prices, quality level of
products, and sales efforts on demand expansion. In addition, very
few studies designed or established an effective coordination
contract for the elimination of channel conflict in a dual-channel
CLCS with a dual-recycling channel, which highlights the research
objectives and contributions of this paper.
3. Model assumptions and notations

In order to formulate the problems, the following notations are
utilized throughout the paper:

u: Unit wholesale price
pr: Unit retail price
pm: Unit manufacturer price
r1: Average buy-back price of used items collected by a third
party
r2: Average buy-back price of used items collected by a retailer
y1: Collection effort of the third party
y2: Collection effort of the retailer
g1: Sales effort of the retailer
g2: Sales effort of the manufacturer
q: Product quality of newly produced items
qr: Product quality of returned products
Dr: The demand faced by the retailer
Dm: The demand faced by the manufacturer
Rr: The quantity of returned used items in the retail channel
Rt: The quantity of returned used items in the third party
channel
cm: Unit cost of producing a new item from raw materials
cr: Unit cost of producing a new item using returns
c1: Sales effort cost coefficient
c2: Collection effort cost coefficient
D: Saving unit cost by recycling ðD ¼ cm � crÞ
cq: Quality improvement cost of the manufacturer
Ar: Average recycling price of returned items paid by the
manufacturer to the retailer
At: Average recycling price of returned items paid by the
manufacturer to the third party

Pk
i : Profit function for supply chain member iin model k

Superscript k2fSD;DD;C;Cog refers to the decentralized single-
channel supply chain with a dual-collection channel system,
decentralized dual-channel supply chain with a dual-collection
channel, and centralized DD model, and coordinated DD model,
respectively. Subscript i2fM;R; T ;Cg signifies the manufacturer,
retailer, third party, and entire supply chain, respectively. In addi-
tion, the following assumptions are made:

Assumption 1. We consider a CLCS comprised of a manufacturer,
retailer, and third party with two options for forward- and reverse-
channel structures: (1) single-channel forward supply chain with a
dual-recycling channel (SD) model (see Fig. 1a) or (2) dual-channel
forward supply chain with a dual-recycling channel (DD) model
(see Fig. 1b).

In the reverse flow of both models, the manufacturer compiles
returns collected by the retailer and the third party. In the SD for-
ward supply chain, the manufacturer sells the goods to a single
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retailer, and the retailer sells them to end users. (See Fig. 1a) In the
DD forward supply chain, the manufacturer sells the goods to a
single retailer, and the retailer sells them to end users; also, the
manufacturer can sell products to customers directly (See Fig. 1b).

Assumption 2. The demands faced by the manufacturer (only in
the DD model) and the retailer are linear functions of the own,
cross, and buyback prices as well as quality of the product and sales
effort in which a;b;g;k;d>0. It is noteworthy that the demand for a
direct channel is defined only for the DD model, and in the SD
model it is equal to zero. The literature shows a direct channel as
representative of quality considerations (Maiti and Giri, 2015), and
sales effort (Gao et al., 2016). Therefore, the demand expansions in
the traditional and direct channels are as follows:

Dr ¼ ð1� rÞd� apr þ bpm þ gqþ kg1 (1)

Dm ¼ rd� apm þ bpr þ gqþ kg2 (2)

Where Dr and Dm represent the demands faced by the manufac-
turer and the retailer, respectively. d represents the basic market
demand of the products. It is considerably greater than the other
parameters of the model. r denotes the market share of the direct
channel, and 1� r is the market share of the retail channel;
0 � r � 1. a is the self-price elastic coefficient, which specifies the
influence of the own price on the demand of the channels. b rep-
resents the sensitivity of demand to the cross-price, meaning the
demand is shifted between two channels on the basis of price. g is a
quality sensitivity parameter denoting demand sensitivity to the
quality of products. k is the degree of demand sensitivity to sales
effort; it measures the impact of sales effort on demand. It is also
assumed that a � bmeaning that the demand dependsmore on the
own selling price than on the cross-price sensitivity parameter. This
assumption is reasonably applicable to real-world situations.

Assumption 3. The returned quantities of used products from the
third party and retailer are linear functions of the own and cross
buyback price (Li et al., 2013) and collection effort (Gao et al., 2016),
as identified in the literature. Thus, the returned quantity functions
in the third party and retail channels in which 4; q; l>0, can be
written, respectively, as follows:

Rr ¼ jfþ 4r2 � qr1 þ ly2 (3)

Rt ¼ ð1� jÞfþ 4r1 � qr2 þ ly1 (4)

where Rt and Rr are the quantities of used products returned from
the third party and the retailer, respectively. f represents a base
return quantity that is smaller than the basic demand of the items
and is larger than the other parameters of the model. j is the
proportion of customer sales of used items to the third party
channel, and 1� j is the proportion of customer sales of used
products to the retail channel; 0 � j � 1. 4 describes the self-
buyback price elastic coefficient. q denotes the sensitivity of the
returned quantity to the cross-buyback price. l is the degree of
sensitivity of the returned quantity to collection effort; it measures
the impact of collection efforts on return quantity. It is also
assumed that 4 � q, which means that the quantity of returns de-
pends more on the own buyback price than on the cross buyback
price. This assumption is in reasonable harmony with real-world
situations. In both the SD and DD models, the quantities of used
products returned from both third party and retailer must be non-
negative such that the following assumption can be considered:

maxfjmin;0g � j � minfjmax;1g (5)

where jmin and jmax can be obtained as

jmin ¼ qr1 � 4r2 � ly2
f

(6)

jmax ¼ f� ðqr2 � 4r1 � ly1Þ
f

(7)

Assumption 4. The unit cost of producing a new item is greater
than reproducing returns; that is, cm > cr .
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Assumption 5. Reproduced items are as good as new ones, and
there is no difference between them. Therefore, remanufactured
items have the same price as new ones. A similar assumption is
made in Maiti and Giri (2015), Gao et al. (2016), Hong et al. (2015),
Choi et al. (2013), Savaskan et al. (2004) and others. For example,
the Kodak single-use cameras are sold on the basis of this
assumption, and both manufactured and remanufactured items are
sold to the retailer at the same price (Atasu et al., 2013). Another
example for this case is Xerox copiers, which are remanufactured
from returned copiers and sold as new copiers.

Assumption 6. The quality of a produced item is q while the
quality of a returned item is qr < q. That is, returned products are
suitable for remanufacturing if they satisfy the minimum allowed
quality level qr . However, the quality of a remanufactured item is
the same as the quality of a newly produced item and is equal to q.

Assumption 7. All players of the CLSC are interested in cooper-
ating in an integrated system. For feasibility of the model, it is
assumed that pr >u>0; D>At > r1; D>Ar > r2 .

Assumption 8. In reality, the buyback price, or any other
parameter, may be variable and dependent on the quality of
returns. However, to simplify the model and generate more
managerial insights, this paper follows the extensive literature of
related remanufacturing topics and builds our model under the
deterministic setting (Gao et al., 2016; Huang et al., 2013; Maiti and
Giri, 2015).

Assumption 9. The information is symmetric.
4. Model formulation and solution

As explained in Assumption 1, in this paper, two channel for-
mats are studied. The CLSC has a forward and reverse supply
channel. In the SD model, a forward supply chain, goods are sold to
the retailer by the manufacturer only at wholesale price, u, but in
the DD model, goods are sold to the retailer and to end users
directly by the manufacturer. Also, in the reverse flow, used items
are either obtained from customers by a third party or by a retailer.
Then, they are taken to a warehouse facility where they are
inspected and sorted so that high-quality components are reused
and low-quality components are repaired, replaced, or upgraded.
Eventually, all the components are reproduced and stocked as
serviceable good-as-new products to satisfy a portion of customer
demand.

A CLSC including a manufacturer, retailer, and third party is
considered. In the forward flow of the CLSC, products are sold to the
retailer through the traditional retail channel at wholesale price, u.
and to users through direct channel at the manufacturer price per
unit, pm. The retailer and manufacturer invest in sales effort ac-
tivities, which can increase the market demand. The retailer's and
manufacturer's investments in sales efforts, g1 and g2, are pre-
sumed to be ascending and convex functions of g1 and g2 ; they are
expressed as quadratic cost functions and defined as
0:5c1g21 and 0:5c1g22, respectively. Such a quadratic cost function
has been employed in the previous works as well (Ghosh and Shah,
2012; Liu et al., 2012; Ma et al., 2013b). The third party collects the
used products at an average price, r1, and delivers them to the
manufacturer at an average price, At . In the reverse flow of CLSC,
the retailer collects the used products at an average price, r2, and
delivers them to the manufacturer at an average price, Ar .

The third party and retailer invest in collecting effort activities,
which can increase the return quantity. The third party's and re-
tailer's investments in collection effort y1 and y2 are assumed to be
ascending and convex functions of y1 and y2, which are expressed
as quadratic cost functions and defined as 0:5c2y21 and 0:5c2y22,
respectively. Then the manufacturer remanufactures returned
products at an average cost cr , which is less than the unit cost of
producing a new item from raw materials. Therefore, the unit cost
savings of remanufacturing is cm � cr . Because the produced items
are not of perfect quality and contain some impurities, it is assumed
that the quality of the produced items is qð0< q<1Þ. Because the
quality of products decreases during consumption, we also assume
that the average quality of the returned products is qr , which is
smaller than the quality of items produced and upgraded to q
during remanufacturing. Because product improvements are
sequentially difficult and costly, we assume the investment for
quality as a quadratic cost function expressed as 1

2cqq
2
r .

In this section, based on Stackelberg, two game theory models
are established. The Stackelberg game is a type of strategic game in
which at least one player is noted as the leader who makes de-
cisions before other players who are defined as followers. Then,
these gamemodels are applied to decentralized CLSCs to obtain the
optimal solutions in SD and DD models. In a decentralized supply
chain, the individual entities make their own decisions, which
differs from a centralized supply chain in which a single decision
maker makes an integrated decision.
4.1. Case 1: single channel forward supply chain with a dual-
recycling channel

As shown in Fig. 1a, through the SD model, consumers can buy a
product only through the retail channel. Also, either a retailer or
third party buys back remanufacturable used products from the
customer. Therefore, the demand faced by a retailer is as follows:

Dr ¼ d� apr þ gqþ kg1 (8)

Also, the returned quantity of used products in the retail and
third party channel can be written as the following:

Rr ¼ jfþ 4r2 � qr1 þ ly2 (9)

Rt ¼ ð1� jÞfþ 4r1 � qr2 þ ly1 (10)

Also, it is assumed that R ¼ Rr þ Rt .
The profit function of the manufacturer, retailer and third party

in the SD model are expressed as the following:

PSD
M ¼ Dru� ðDr � RÞcm � Rcr � RrAr � RtAt � ðDr � RÞcqq2

� Rcq
�
q2 � q2r

�
(11)

PSD
R ¼ Drðpr � uÞ þ RrðAr � r2Þ �

1
2
c1g

2
1 � 1

2
c2y

2
2 (12)

PSD
T ¼ RtðAt � r1Þ �

1
2
c2y

2
1 (13)

To ensure that the return quantity is smaller than the total
market demand, R � Dr is assumed. By solving the above inequality
with respect to f, the maximum amount of f can be obtained as

fmax ¼ d� apSD*r þ gqSD* þ kgSD*1 � l
�
ySD*1 þ ySD*2

�
� ð4� qÞ

�
rSD*1 þ rSD*2

�
(14)
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4.1.1. Retailer's reaction
We first derive the optimal reaction of the retailer.

Proposition 1. When Condition (15) is satisfied, PSD
R is concave

inpr ; g1; y2; and r2 , and there is a unique optimal reaction of the
retailer.

c1 >
2g1kpr � 2ap2r � 24r22 � c2y22 � 2lr2y2

g21
(15)
rSD*1 ¼ Atl4 þ c22
�
2At4

2 � 2ð1� jÞf4� qðjf� Ar4Þ
	þ c2

�ð1� jÞfl2 � 3At4l2 � Arql2
	�

2c24� c2q� l2
��
2c24þ c2q� l2

� (23)

rSD*2 ¼ Atl4 þ c22
�
2Ar4

2 � 2ð1� jÞfqþ At4q� 2jf4
	þ c2

�
jfl2 � 3Ar4l2 � Atql2

	�
2c24� c2q� l2

��
2c24þ c2q� l2

� (24)
Proof. See Appendix A.

By solving the first-order conditions vPSD
R

vrSD2
¼ 0; vP

SD
R

vpSD
r

¼ 0; vPSD
R

vySD2
¼ 0;

and vPSD
R

vgSD1
¼ 0, the best reaction of the retailer can be expressed in

the following functions:

pSD*r ¼ c1½dþ gqþ au� � uk2

2ac1 � k2
(16)

gSD*1 ¼ k½dþ gq� au�
2ac1 � k2

(17)

ySD*2 ¼ l½Ar4þ jf� qr1�
2c24� l2

(18)

rSD*2 ¼ c2qr1 þ c2Ar4� c2jf� Arl2

2c24� l2
(19)
4.1.2. Third party's reaction
After solving the retailer's problem, the optimal third party's

reaction can be derived.

Proposition 2. When Condition (20) is satisfied, PSD
T is concave in

r1 and y1, and there is a unique optimal reaction for the third party.

c1 >
l2

24
(20)

Proof. See Appendix B.

Therefore, the optimal marginal profit of the third party can be
obtained through the first-order conditions of Equation (13). The
result is as follows:
rSD*1 ¼ �Atl2 � c2fþ c2At4þ c2jfþ c2qr2
2c24� l2

(21)

ySD*1 ¼ l½At4þ ð1� jÞf� qr2�
2c24� l2

(22)

By solving Equations (19) and (21) simultaneously, the optimal
values of rSD1 and rSD2 can be obtained as follows:
4.1.3. Manufacturer's optimal decisions
After getting the optimal decisions of the retailer and the third

party, the manufacturer maximizes the profit function and de-
termines optimal decisions.

Proposition 3. When Condition (25) is satisfied, PSD
M is concave in

q;u; Ar; and At , and there is a unique optimal decision for the
manufacturer.

cq >max
�

gu

qðdþ g1k� apr þ 3gqÞ;
g

2a

�
(25)

By solving vPSD
M

vqSD and vPSD
M

vuSD simultaneously, the manufacturer's best

solutions can be obtained as follows:

qSD* ¼ g

2acq
(26)

uSD* ¼ 4acqðdþ acmÞ þ 3g2

8a2cq
(27)

ASD*
t ¼

�
cm � cr þ cqq2r

��
42 � q2

�
� ð1� jÞf4� jfq

2
�
42 � q2

� (28)

ASD*
r ¼

�
cm � cr þ cqq2r

��
42 � q2

�
� ð1� jÞfq� jf4

2
�
42 � q2

� (29)

Proof. See Appendix C.

Also, the profits of themanufacturer, retailer, and third party can
be obtained by replacing the optimal solutions in Equations
(11)e(13), respectively.
4.2. Case 2: dual-channel forward supply chain with a dual-
recycling channel

As shown in Fig. 1b, customers in the DDmodel can buy product
either through the traditional or direct channel. Also, a third party
or a retailer buys back remanufacturable used products from
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customers. In this case, the demand faced by the retailer and the
manufacturer are given by:

Dr ¼ ð1� rÞd� apr þ bpm þ gqþ kg1 (30)

Dm ¼ rd� apm þ bpr þ gqþ kg2 (31)

In addition, it is assumed that D ¼ Dr þ Dm.
The returned quantity of used products in the retail and third

party channel can be written as follows:

Rr ¼ jfþ 4r2 � qr1 þ ly2 (32)

Rt ¼ ð1� jÞfþ 4r1 � qr2 þ ly1 (33)

Also, it is assumed that R ¼ Rr þ Rt .
The profit functions of the manufacturer, retailer, third party in

this case are as follows:

PDD
M ¼ Druþ Dmpm � ðD� RÞcm � Rcr � RrAr � RtAt

� ðD� RÞcqq2 � Rcq
�
q2 � q2r

�
� 1
2
c1g

2
2 (34)

PDD
R ¼ Drðpr � uÞ þ RrðAr � r2Þ �

1
2
c1g

2
1 � 1

2
c2y

2
2 (35)

PDD
T ¼ RtðAt � r1Þ �

1
2
c2y

2
1 (36)

In this case, the demand in both channels must be non-negative
so that the following assumption can be made:

maxfrmin;0g � r � minfrmax;1g (37)

Where rmin and rmax can be obtained as

rmin ¼ apDD*r � bpDD*m � gqDD* � kgDD*1
d

(38)

rmax ¼ d� �
apDD*r � bpDD*m � gqDD* � kgDD*1

�
d

(39)

In addition, to ensure that the return quantity is smaller than the
total market demand, R � D is assumed. By solving the above
inequality with respect to f, the maximum amount of f can be
obtained as

fmax ¼ d� ða� bÞ
�
pDD*r þ pDD*m

�
aþ 2gqDD* þ k

�
gDD*1 þ gDD*2

�
� l

�
yDD*1 þ yDD*2

�
� ð4� qÞ

�
rDD*1 þ rDD*2

�
(40)
4.2.1. Retailer's reaction
The retailer observes thewholesale price and quality of products

before deciding the retail price and the sales effort.
rDD*1 ¼ Atl4 þ c22
�
2At4

2 � 2ð1� jÞf4� qðjf� Ar4Þ
	þ c2

�ð1� jÞfl2�
2c24� c2q� l2

��
2c24þ c2q� l2

�

rDD*2 ¼ Atl4 þ c22
�
2Ar4

2 � 2ð1� jÞfqþ At4q� 2jf4
	þ c2

�
jfl2 � 3A�

2c24� c2q� l2
��
2c24þ c2q� l2

�

Proposition 4. When Condition (41) is satisfied,PDD
R is concave in r2;

pr ;g1; and y2, and there is a unique optimal reaction of the retailer.

c1 >
2g1kpr � 2ap2r � 24r22 � c2y22 � 2lr2y2

g21
(41)

By solving the first-order conditions
vPDD

R
vrDD2

¼ 0; vP
DD
R

vpDD
r

¼ 0; vPDD
R

vyDD2
¼ 0; and vPDD

R
vgDD

1
¼ 0, the best reaction of the

retailer can be expressed as the following functions:

pDD*r ¼ c1½dþ gqþ bpm þ au� rd� � uk2

2ac1 � k2
(42)

gDD*1 ¼ k½dþ gqþ bpm � au� rd�
2ac1 � k2

(43)

yDD*2 ¼ lðAr4þ jf� qr1Þ
2c24� l2

(44)

rDD*2 ¼ c2ðqr1 þ Ar4� jfÞ � Arl2

2c24� l2
(45)

Proof. See Appendix A.
4.2.2. Third party's reaction
After obtaining the best retailer's reaction, the optimal third

party's reaction can be derived.

Proposition 5. When Condition (46) is satisfied, the profit function

PDD
T is concave in r and y1, and there is a unique optimal reaction for

the third party.

c1 >
l2

24
(46)

Therefore, the optimal response functions of the third party can
be concluded by the first-order conditions of Equation (36) as
follows:

rDD*1 ¼ c2½qr2 þ At4� ð1� jÞf� � Atl2

2c24� l2
(47)

yDD*1 ¼ l½At4þ ð1� jÞf� qr2�
2c24� l2

(48)

Proof. See Appendix B.

By solving Equations (45) and (47), simultaneously, the optimal
values can be obtained as follow:
� 3At4l2 � Arql2
	

(49)

r4l2 � Atql2
	

(50)
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4.2.3. Manufacturer's optimal decisions
Using the retailer's and third party's decisions and substituting

them into Equation (34), the manufacturer determines optimal
decisions:

Proposition 6. When Condition (51) is satisfied, PDD
M is concave in

pm; g1; q;u;Ar ; and At , and there is a unique optimal decision of the
manufacturer.

cq>max

( �
2pmðkg2�apmþgqþbuÞ�c1g

2
2þ2gqu

i
2q2½d�ða�bÞðprþ3pmÞþkðg1þ3g2Þþ6gq�;

g

2ða�bÞ

)

(51)

When Condition (51) is satisfied, the optimal decisions of the
manufacturer are given by
pDD*m ¼
4cqða�bÞ2



cmk4

�
2a2�b2

�
þ4ac1k2



cm

�
6a2�3b2

þab

�
�d

�ð1�rÞb
þ2ar

�
þ16a2c1d


þ16a2c21cqða�bÞ3½cmðaþbÞþdr�þ12a2c21g

2
�
a2�b2

�
þg2k4

�
2a2�b2

�
�c1g2k2

�
10a3�5ab2�a2b

�
4cqða�bÞ2

h
8a2c21

�
a2�b2

�
�k2

�
2a2�b2

��
4ac1�k2

�i
(52)

gDD*2 ¼
4akcqða� bÞ2�4ac1½dr� cmðaþ bÞ� þ cmk2ð2aþ bÞ	þ 4a2kc1g2ðaþ bÞ þ 4akcqdða� bÞ



4abc1 � k2

� ð1� rÞb
þ2ar

�
� ag2k3ð2aþ bÞ

4cqða� bÞ
h
8a2c21

�
a2 � b2

�
� k2

�
2a2 � b2

��
4ac1 � k2

�i
(53)

qDD* ¼ g

2cqða� bÞ (54)

uDD* ¼

4cqða�bÞ2
h
ak4ðacmþdÞþ4a3c21d�c1k

2
h
d
�
4a2þb2

�
�drð2a�bÞ2þcm

�
4a3�ab2þb3

�ii
�g2k2

h
c1
�
12a3�b3�7ab2

�
�k2

�
3a2�2b2

�i
þða�bÞ3

h
4cqdr

�
4a2c21þk4

�
þ16a2c21cmcqðaþbÞ

i
þ12a2g2

�
a2�b2

�
4cqða�bÞ2

h
8a2c21

�
a2�b2

�
�k2

�
2a2�b2

��
4ac1�k2

�i
(55)
ADD*
t ¼

�
cm � cr þ cqq2r

��
42 � q2

�
� ð1� jÞf4� jfq

2
�
42 � q2

� (56)

ADD*
r ¼

�
cm � cr þ cqq2r

��
42 � q2

�
� ð1� jÞfq� jf4

2
�
42 � q2

� (57)

Proof. See Appendix D.

The profits of manufacturer, retailer, and third party can be
obtained by substituting the optimal solutions in Functions (34),
(35) and (36), respectively.
5. Strategies for choosing the channel structure of a CLSC

To encourage a better understanding of CLSC channel structures,
several managerial implications about the results derived in
Section 4 are discussed. First, we compare the optimal values and
the profit of each of the supply chain members as described by the
SD and DD model. Second, we discuss the best choice of channel
structure from the point of view of the manufacturer, retailer, third
party, and customer.

When the concavity conditions are satisfied, the equilibrium
results in the SD and DD models can be compared to obtain solu-
tions. However, f must satisfy Conditions (14) and (40), r must
satisfy Conditions (37), (38), and (39), and jmust satisfy Conditions
(5), (6), and (7); therefore, some expressions in Propositions 7e16
may be infeasible.

Proposition 7. The optimal qualities of the products in the SD and
DD models satisfy the following relationship:

qSD < qDD (58)

Proof. See Appendix E.
Proposition 7 infers that the quality of products under the DD
model is greater than it is under the SD model. This finding is the
result of emergent competition between the retailer and manu-
facturer in the DD model; however, in the SD model, the manu-
facturer and retailer do not compete. Because the product quality
plays a significant role in customer preference, increasing quality
may increase the demand faced by the retailer and manufacturer.
Therefore, customers always prefer the DD model in terms of
quality. Also, because quality improvements raise total costs, the
price of the product may increase through quality improvements.
The result is a trade-off between quality and price.

Proposition 8. The optimal wholesale prices in the SD and DD
models satisfy the following relationships:

�
uSD <uDD r< r1
uDD � uSD r � r1

(59)

Proof. See Appendix F. Also, r1 is given in Appendix F.
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Proposition 8 suggests that wholesale prices must be compared
in both the SD and DD models. Because the quality of products in
the DDmodel is greater than it is in the SDmodel, it is expected that
the product price is higher in the DD system than in the SD system.
However, through the DD model, the manufacturer can diminish
channel friction by reducing the wholesale price. In this case, when
r is relatively small, implying that in the online channel the basic
market demand is comparatively small, the manufacturer offers the
products at higher wholesale prices. As a result, if r< r1 , then
uSD <uDD. By increasing the market share of the manufacturer such
that it falls in the range of r1 � r, the manufacturer decreases the
whole sale price to minimize conflicts and the relationship uDD �
uSD is satisfied. Therefore, according to Proposition 8, retailers can
drive the channel structure such that the lower price is offered
under either channel format.

Proposition 9. The relationships of the optimal retail prices in the
SD and DD models are presented as follows:

�
pSDr < pDDr r< r2
pDDr � pSDr r � r2

(60)

Proof. See Appendix G. Also, the value of r2 is given in Appendix
G.

The relationship between retail prices in the SD and DD models
is similar to that between wholesale prices.

According to Proposition 9, customers can drive the channel
structure that offers the lower price under each channel format.
The purchase price is one of the key parameters in customer pur-
chasing, but it is not the only effective parameter. Quality and
buyback price, among parameters, influence customer preferences.
According to Propositions 7, 9, and 10, customers can consider
either the SD or DD model the best channel structure.

Proposition 10. The relationship between the optimal buyback
prices and collection efforts in the SD and DD models satisfy the
following equations:

rSD1 ¼ rDD1 and rSD2 ¼ rDD2 (61)

yDD1 ¼ ySD1 and yDD2 ¼ ySD2 (62)

Proof. See Appendix H.

Proposition 10 suggests that the buyback price and collection
effort of both the third party and the retailer is the same in the DD
and SD models. This finding is based on the identical structures of
reverse supply chains in both the DD and SD setting. As noted,
return policy is another parameter that can influence channel se-
lection from the customer's perspective. Proposition 10 implies that
customers perceive no difference between the DD and SDmodels in
terms of buyback price.

Proposition 11. The optimal sales effort satisfies the following
relationship:

(
gSD1 < gDD1 r< r3
gDD1 � gSD1 r � r3

(63)

Proof. See Appendix I. Also, the value of r3 is given in Appendix I.
Proposition 11 indicates that, when the market share of the
retail channel is greater than the limit, 1� r>1� r3, the retailer's
sales effort in the DD model is greater than it is in the SD model.
However, when the market share of the retail channel is smaller
than the threshold ð1� r<1� r3Þ, the retailer's sales effort in the
DD model is smaller than it is in the SD model.

Proposition 12. The relationship between the optimal manufac-
turer’s profit in the SD and DD systems is given as follows:

PSD
M <PDD

M (64)

Proof. See Appendix J.

Proposition 12 indicates that the manufacturer's profit in the DD

model is always better than it is in the SDmodel; that is,PDD
M >PSD

M .
In the DD model, the manufacturer sells items through the direct
channel in addition to the traditional channel; therefore, the
manufacturer's profit in the DD system is significantly greater than
it is in the SD system. In the DD model, the manufacturer benefits
from introducing a direct channel to augment profits from the retail
channel in the forward supply chain.

Proposition 13. The optimal retailer’s profits in the SD and DD
models satisfy the following relationships:

(
PSD

R <PDD
R r< r3

PDD
R � PSD

R r � r3
(65)

Proof. See Appendix K. The value of r3 is given in Appendix I.

In the DD model, the market share of the retailer decreases, but
in addition to market share, some other factors, such as quality and
buyback price (among others), also influence the demand faced by
the retailer. Therefore, market share can partially affect the re-
tailer's profit. When r is relatively small, which implies that in the
online channel, the basic market demand is comparatively small,
the manufacturer earns less profit and the retailer can earn more

profit. Therefore, if r< r3, thenPSD
R <PDD

R . In contrast, by increasing
r such that it falls in the range of r> r3, the retailer loses some

profits and PDD
R <PSD

R .

Proposition 14. The third party’s optimal profits in the SD and DD
models satisfy the following equation:

PSD
T ¼ PDD

T (66)

Proof. See Appendix L.

Proposition 14 indicates that the third party's profit earned
under the SD model is equal to the profit earned under the DD

model; that is,PSD
T ¼PDD

T , because the reverse supply chain in both
DD and SD models has the same structure.

Propositions 7e14 suggest that we can derive the beneficial
choices of channel structures from the perspective of the manu-
facturer, retailer, and third party according to Propositions 12, 13,
and 14, respectively. Furthermore, because the selling and buyback
prices as well as quality of products influence their preferences,
customers prefer a channel format in which products with rela-
tively high quality and buy-back price are sold at relatively low
prices. According to the above propositions, the DD model offers
the best quality, but bothmodels show similar buyback prices. Also,
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when r � r2, the selling price in retail channel in the DD model is
lower than it is in the SDmodel. Therefore, when r � r2, customers
benefit the most through the DD model.

Proposition 15. The relationship between optimal buyback prices in
retail and third-party channels under both SD and DD models satisfy
the following equations:

�
r1 < r2 j<1=2
r2 � r1 j � 1=2 (67)

Proof. See Appendix M. Also, the value of j1 is given in Appendix
M.

When j is relatively small, implying that the proportion of
customers who sale their used items to the retail party channel is
relatively small, the retailer collects the used products at a higher
price than the third party does. That is, if j<1=2, then r1 < r2. In
contrast, by increasing j such that it falls in the range of j � 1=2,
the retailer collects the used products at a lower price than the
third party does and the following condition is obtained: r2 � r1.
The result indicates that as the proportion of customers who sell
their used items to the retailer or third party channel increases, the
buyback prices of these items decrease.

Proposition 16. The optimal third party’s and retailer’s collection
efforts in both the SD and DD models satisfy the following equation:

�
y2 < y1 j<1=2
y1 � y2 j � 1=2 (68)
cq >max

(
2prðkg1 � apr þ gqÞ þ 2pmðkg2 � apm þ gqÞ þ 4bprpm þ c1

�
g21 þ g22

�
� 24

�
r21 þ r22

�
þ 4qr1r2 � 2lðr1y1 þ r2y2Þ þ c2

�
y21 þ y22

�
2q2½d� 3aðpr þ pmÞ þ 3kðg1 þ g2Þ þ 6gq� ;

g

2ða� bÞ

)

(70)
Proof. See Appendix N. Also, the value of j2 is provided in
Appendix N.

Proposition 16 indicates that, when the proportion of customers
who sell their used products to the retail party channel ðjÞ is
smaller than the limit, j<1=2, the retailer's collection effort is
pC*m ¼
4cqða� bÞ2�c1d�2bc1 � rk2

�� cmk2
�
c1ð3aþ bÞ � k2

		þ 6c21g
2
�

4cqða� bÞ2�2ða� b

pC*r ¼
4cqða�bÞ2�c1d�2ðaþbÞc1�ð1�rÞk2��cmk2

�
c1ð3aþbÞ�k2

		þ8

4cqða�bÞ2�2ða�b
smaller than the third party's collection effort. However, when j is
greater than the threshold ðj<1=2Þ, the retailer's collection effort
is greater than the third party's collection effort. The result in-
dicates that as the proportion of customers who sell their used
items to the retailer or third party channel increases, the collection
efforts by both retailer and third party also increase.

6. Coordinating a dual-channel CLSC with a dual-recycling
channel by an integrated two-tariff and cooperative
advertising contract

In this section, to improve the performance of the dual-channel
CLSC with a dual-collection channel and to decrease channel con-
flict between the members of the CLCS, a novel contract is designed
such that the optimal decisions of the CLSC members in the
decentralized DD model are equal to those made in the centralized
DD model. Therefore, first, the optimal values of the decision var-
iables are obtained under the centralized DD model.

By integrating Equations (34)e(36), the total profit of the
centralized DD model can be written as follows:

PC ¼ Drpr þ Dmpm � ðD� RÞcm � Rcr � Rtr1 � Rrr2

� ðD� RÞcqq2 � Rcq
�
q2 � q2r

�
� 1
2
c1g

2
1 � 1

2
c1g

2
2 � 1

2
c2y

2
1

� 1
2
c2y

2
2

(69)

Proposition 17. When Condition (70) is satisfied, PC is concave in
pr ;pm;q;g1;g2;r1;r2;y1; and y2, and there is a unique optimal reaction
for a unique decision maker.
Proof. See Appendix O.

By solving the first-order conditions, the equilibrium results of a
centralized DD model can be obtained follows:
a2 � b2
�
þ 8c21cqða� bÞ3½cmðaþ bÞ þ dr� � g2k2

�
c1ð5a� bÞ � k2

	
Þ � k2

	�
2ðaþ bÞ � k2

	
(71)

c21cqða�bÞ3½cmðaþbÞ�dr��g2k2
�
c1ð5a�bÞ�k2

	þ6c21g
2
�
a2�b2

�
Þ�k2

	�
2ðaþbÞ�k2

	
(72)



gC*1 ¼ 4kcqða� bÞ2�cmk2 � 2c1dr
�� 4kcqdða� bÞ�ð1� rÞk2 � 2ac1

�þ 2kc1g2ðaþ bÞ � g2k3

4cqða� bÞ2�2ða� bÞ � k2
	�
2ðaþ bÞ � k2

	 (73)

gC*2 ¼ 4kcqða� bÞ2�cmk2 � 2c1dr
�þ 4kcqdða� bÞ�2bc1 � rk2

�þ 2kc1g2ðaþ bÞ � g2k3

4cqða� bÞ2�2ða� bÞ � k2
	�
2ðaþ bÞ � k2

	 (74)

yC*1 ¼
l
�
cm � cr þ cqq2r

�h
2c2

�
42 � q2

�
� l2ð4� qÞ

i
þ fl

�
2c2ðjqþ ð1� jÞ4Þ � ð1� jÞl2	

4c22
�
42 � q2

�
� 4c24l2 þ l4

(75)

yC*2 ¼
l
�
cm � cr þ cqq2r

�h
2c2

�
42 � q2

�
� l2ð4� qÞ

i
þ f

�
2c2ðj4þ ð1� jÞqÞ � jl2

	
4c22

�
42 � q2

�
� 4c24l2 þ l4

(76)

rC*1 ¼
c2
�
cm � cr þ cqq2r

�h
2c2

�
42 � q2

�
� l2ð34þ qÞ þ l4

i
þ c2f

�
2jc2ð4� qÞ � 2c24þ l2ð1� jÞ	

4c22
�
42 � q2

�
� 4c24l2 þ l4

(77)

rC*2 ¼
c2
�
cm � cr þ cqq2r

�h
2c2

�
42 � q2

�
� l2ð34þ qÞ þ l4

i
� c2f

�
2jc2ð4� qÞ þ 2c24� jl2

	
4c22

�
42 � q2

�
� 4c24l2 þ l4

(78)
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The results in Table 1 reveal that the total profit of the central-
ized CLSC is higher than that of the decentralized CLSC. To achieve
better profit in the CLSC, the manufacturer tries to motivate the
retailer and the third party to take the optimal values of the
centralized system as their optimal policies.

After obtaining the optimal decisions of the centralized system
as a benchmark model, a hybrid contract, which is a mixture of
cooperative advertising and two-tariff contracts is established. This
new contact is introduced because of the number of decision var-
iables. Neither the two-tariff nor the cooperative advertising con-
tract can coordinate both the forward and reverse supply chains
Table 1
Values that yield maximum profits in the numerical example.

Decision Variable SD model DD model Centra

r ¼ 0:3=r ¼ 0:5 r ¼ 0:3 r ¼ 0:5 r ¼ 0:

u 175.27 192.77 176.11 e

pr 212.87 224.19 195.01 193.00
pm e 159.57 176.26 159.63
bt 9.50 9.50 9.50 e

br 10.50 10.50 10.50 e

r1 3.19 3.19 3.19 10.44
r2 4.77 4.77 4.77 9.44
q 0.3 0.6 0.6
y1 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.26
y2 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.24
g1 0.23 0.20 0.12 0.58
g2 e 0.37 0.47 0.37
u e e e

m e e e

n e e e

F1 e e e

F2 e e e

Pm 30,950.89 48,308.49 52,528.93 e

Pr 14,610.26 10,343.69 4058.08 e

Pt 595.10 595.10 595.10 e

P 46,156.25 57,182.11 57,182.11 69,841
individually, so in this paper, these two contracts are integrated as a
new contract. This coordination mechanism contains three sub-
contracts: a forward contract and two reverse contracts. In the
former, the manufacturer incurs a part of retailer's sales effort and
sets lower wholesale prices. In return, the retailer pays the fixed fee
F1 to the manufacturer. Therefore, putting the retailer's decisions in
the coordinated decentralized CLSC equal to the corresponding
values in the centralized CLSC, the manufacturer determines the
optimal values of the wholesale price (i.e., u) and determines the
manufacturer participation rate in the retailer's sales effort (i.e., u).
The retailer benefits from the decline in thewholesale price and the
lized model Coordinated Model

3 r ¼ 0:5 r ¼ 0:3 r ¼ 0:5

e 130.28 138.52
176.32 193.00 176.32
176.32 159.63 176.32
e 20.15 20.15
e 19.82 19.82
10.44 10.44 10.44
9.44 9.44 9.44
0.6 0.6 0.6
0.26 0.26 0.26
0.24 0.24 0.24
0.47 0.58 0.47
0.47 0.37 0.47
e 0.00 0.50
e 0.36 0.36
e 0.31 0.31
e ½19636:31;30230:73� ½7179:48;11497:05�
e ½20755:32� F1;1119:01� ½8298:49� F1;1119:01�
e 27553:17þ F1 þ F2 44230:43þ F1 þ F2
e 40574:42� F1 15555:13� F1
e 1714:12� F2 1714:12� F2

.70 61,499.68 69,841.70 61,499.68
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sales effort investment, and the manufacturer benefits from
receiving the fixed fee F1.

In similar fashion, in the reverse contracts, the manufacturer
designs one reverse contract with the retailer and another reverse
contract with a third party. In these contracts, the manufacturer
incurs a part of the third party's and retailer's collection efforts and
sets a relatively high transfer price for returning the used products
from the retailer and the third party. In return, the retailer pays the
fixed fee, F1, and the third party pays the fixed fee, F2, to the
manufacturer. Therefore, by placing the retailer and third party
values that correspond to those in the centralized CLSC into the
coordinated decentralized CLSC, the manufacturer determines the
optimal values for the transfer prices paid to the retailer and the
third party (i.e., Ar and At , respectively). In this process, the
manufacturer also determines the participation rate in the retailer's
and third party's collection efforts (i.e., m and n, respectively). The
retailer and the third party benefit from the incremental transfer
prices and the decline in their collection effort investments. Also,
the manufacturer benefits from receiving fixed fees F1 and F2.

Then, according to the bargaining power of the manufacturer,
retailer, and third party, the values of F1 and F2 are determined such
that the profits of the manufacturer, retailer, and third party in the
cooperative DD model are greater or equal to those in the non-
cooperative DD model.

In a cooperative sales effort scheme, u percent of the retailer's
sales effort investment is charged by the manufacturer and ð1� uÞ
percent of it is charged by the retailer. Also, in a cooperative
collection effort scheme,m percent of the retailer's collection effort
investment and n percent of the third party's collection effort in-
vestment is charged by the manufacturer, and ð1�mÞ percent of
the retailer's collection effort and ð1� nÞ percent of the third par-
ty's collection effort is charged by the retailer and the third party,
respectively

PCe
M ¼ Druþ Dmpm � ðD� RÞcm � Rcr � RrAr � RtAt

� ðD� RÞcqq2 � Rcq
�
q2 � q2r

�
� 1
2
c1g

2
2 � 1

2
uc1g

2
1

� 1
2
mc2y

2
2 �

1
2
nc2y

2
1 (79)

PCe
R ¼ Drðpr � uÞ þ RrðAr � r2Þ �

1
2
ð1� uÞc1g21 � 1

2
ð1�mÞc2y22

(80)

PCe
T ¼ RtðAt � r1Þ �

1
2
ð1� nÞc2y21 (81)

The fixed costs F1 and F2 are the negotiated values influenced by
the bargaining power of each member, so the values of F1 and F2
can be determined such that the profits of the manufacturer,
retailer, and third party in the decentralized system are higher or
equal to those in the centralized system. Thus, under this contract,
uCo* ¼
4cqða�bÞ2

h
c1d

h
2b2c1 �k2rð4a�3bÞ

i
þdk4ð2r�1Þþcmk2

h
ak2� c1

�
4a2 þb2�ab

�ii
þ c1g2

h
2c1

4acqða�bÞ2
h
4c21

�
a2

uCo* ¼
4cqdða�bÞ

h
k2ð2r�1Þþ c1

h
k2ð3a�2bÞ�2c1

�
a2 �b2 �ab

�ii
þbc1g2�2c1ð

ac1
h
g2

�
2ðaþbÞc1 � k2

	þ4cqdða�bÞ�2bc1 � k2r
the profits of the manufacturer, retailer, and third party, can be
given as follows:

PCo
M ¼ Druþ Dmpm � ðD� RÞcm � Rcr � RrAr � RtAt

� ðD� RÞcqq2 � Rcq
�
q2 � q2r

�
� 1
2
c1g

2
2 � 1

2
uc1g

2
1

� 1
2
mc2y

2
2 �

1
2
nc2y

2
1 þ F1 þ F2 (82)

PCo
R ¼ Drðpr � uÞ þ RrðAr � r2Þ �

1
2
ð1� uÞc1g21 � 1

2
ð1�mÞc2y22

� F1
(83)

PCo
T ¼ RtðAt � r1Þ �

1
2
ð1� nÞc2y21 � F2 (84)

By solving the first-order conditions vPCo
R

vrCo2
¼ 0; vP

Co
R

vpCo
r
¼ 0; vPCo

R
vyCo2

¼ 0;

and vPCo
R

vgCo1
¼ 0, the optimal reactions of the retailer can be can be

obtained as follows:

pCo*r ¼ c1ð1� uÞ½dþ gqþ bpm þ au� rd� � uk2

2ð1� uÞac1 � k2
(85)

gCo*1 ¼ k½dþ gqþ bpm � au� rd�
2ð1� uÞac1 � k2

(86)

yCo*2 ¼ lðAr4þ jf� qr1Þ
2ð1�mÞc24� l2

(87)

rCo*2 ¼ c2ð1�mÞðqr1 þ Ar4� jfÞ � Arl2

2ð1�mÞc24� l2
(88)

In addition, by solving the first-order conditions vPCo
T

vyCo1
¼ 0 and

vPCo
T

vrCo1
¼ 0, the optimal reactions of the third party can be written as

follows:

rCo*1 ¼ c2ð1� nÞ½qr2 þ At4� ð1� jÞf� � Atl2

2ð1� nÞc24� l2
(89)

yCo*1 ¼ l½At4þ ð1� jÞf� qr2�
2ð1� nÞc24� l2

(90)

Then, in the forward contract, by solving equations pCo* ¼ pC*

and gCo*1 ¼ gC*1 , the optimal values of uCo and uCo can be determined
as follows:
�
a2�b2

�
ð2aþbÞ�k2

�
4a2 �b2þab

�i
þ8c1cqða�bÞ3�c1cmð2a�bÞðaþbÞþdk2þbc1dr

	þag2k4

�b2
�
�4ac1k2 þk4

i
(91)

aþbÞ� k2
	þ4c1cqða�bÞ2�drð2aþbÞ�2c1 �3k2

�þbcm
�
cqk2 �2c1ðaþbÞ			þða�bÞ2�8c1cqdr�4cmcq

�
2c1ðaþbÞ� k2

�	i
(92)
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Also, in the reverse contract between the manufacturer and the
third party, by solving the equations yCo*1 ¼ yC*1 and rCo*1 ¼ rC*1 , the

manufacturer determines the optimal values of nCo and ACo
t as fol-

lows:
nCo* ¼
q
�
cm � cr þ cqq2r

�h
2c2
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i
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4
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ACo*
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�
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Similarly, in the reverse contract between the manufacturer and
the third party, by solving the equations yCo*2 ¼ yC*2 and rCo*2 ¼ rC*2 ,

the manufacturer determines the optimal values of mCo and ACo
r as

follows:
mCo* ¼
q
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It is noteworthy that uCo* � uD*, ACo*
t � AD*

t , and ACo*
r � AD*

r . In
fact, if there are no values for F1 and F2, then the retailer and the
third party gain more profit and the manufacturer loses more profit
than they do in the non-cooperative system. Therefore, the sizes of
F1 and F2 guarantee the success of this contract. When F1 satisfies

PCe*
R ðuCo*; uCo*; ACo*

r ; mCo*Þ� F1 � PDD*

R , the retailer is willing to
accept the contract, and the following is obtained:

F1 � PCe*
R

�
uCo*;uCo*;ACo*

r ;mCo*
�
�PDD*

R (97)

Thus, the upper limit of F1 can be written as: F1 ¼ PCe*
R ðuCo*;

uCo*;ACo*
r ;mCo*Þ� PDD*

R .

When F2 satisfies PCe*
T ðACo*

t ;nCo*Þ � F2 � PDD*
T the third party is

willing to accept the contract, and the following is obtained:

F2 � PCe*
T

�
ACo*
t ;nCo*

�
�PDD*

T (98)

Thus, the upper limit of F2 can be written as: F2 ¼ PCe*
T ðACo*

t ;

nCo*Þ� PDD*
T .

Also, when F1 and F2 satisfy

PCe*
M ðuCo*;uCo*;ACo*

r ;mCo*;ACo*
t ;nCo*Þ þ F1 þ F2 � PDD*

M , the manu-
facturer is willing to offer the contract and the following is
obtained:

F1 þ F2 � PCe*
M

�
uCo*;uCo*;ACo*

r ;mCo*;ACo*
t ;nCo*

�
�PDD*

M (99)
According to Inequality (99), by setting F2 ¼ F2 ¼ PCe*
T ðACo*

t ;

nCo*Þ� PDD*
T , the minimum value of F1 is obtained as F1 ¼

PCe*
M ðuCo*;uCo*;ACo*

r ;mCo*;ACo*
t ;nCo*Þ� PDD*

M � F2.
Therefore, the feasible range of F1 , which can be used to coor-

dinate the CLSC can be written as F12


F1 ; F1


where
F1 ¼ PCe*
M ðuCo*;uCo*;ACo*

r ;mCo*;ACo*
t ;nCo*Þ �PDD*

M � F2 and F1 ¼
PCe*

R ðuCo*;uCo*;ACo*
r ;mCo*Þ� PDD*

R .
Then, with regard to the value of F1 , the feasible range of F2

satisfying Inequality (99) can bewritten as F22


F2 ; F2


where F2 ¼
PCe*
M ðuCo*;uCo*;ACo*

r ;mCo*;ACo*
t ;nCo*Þ �PDD*

M � F1 and F2 ¼
PCe*

T ðACo*
t ;nCo*Þ� PD*

T .
6.1. Coordination mechanism for elimination of channel conflicts

Under the contracts described in the previous section, the
profits of the manufacturer, retailer, and third party are always
better or equal to those under the decentralized DD model. How-
ever, these contracts do not guarantee that the retailer's profit in
the coordinated DDmodel is greater than it is in either the SD or DD
model or that the retailer benefits from the emergence of the online
channel.

According to Proposition 13, in some situations, the retailer loses
profit from the introduction of an online channel, which may result
in channel conflict. To reduce any conflict, the manufacturer should
assure the retailer that introduction of the online selling channel
will not diminish the retailer's profit. To achieve this purpose, the
manufacturer can use the contracts described. However, in this
case, for the determination of F1, the manufacturer uses the
following relation instead of the Inequality (97).

F1 � PCA*
R

�
uCo*;uCo*; bCo*r ;mCo*

�
�max

n
PD*

R ;PSD*
R

o
(100)

Thus, the upper limit of F1 can be written as: F1 ¼ PCA*
R ðuCo*;

uCo*;bCo*r ;mCo*Þ� maxfPD*
R ;PSD*

R g.
Also, other calculations are exactly the same as in the previous



Table 2
Sensitivity analysis of the key parameters of the SD model.

Parameter Value Value

u* p*r b*t b*r r*1 r*2 q* y*1 y*2 g*1 P*
m P*

R P*
T

a 8 206.67 259.97 9.50 10.50 3.20 4.77 0.38 0.11 0.10 0.33 48,078.69 23,174.16 595.10
10 175.27 212.87 9.50 10.50 3.20 4.77 0.30 0.11 0.10 0.24 30,950.89 14,610.26 595.10
12 154.35 181.50 9.50 10.50 3.20 4.77 0.25 0.11 0.10 0.17 20,382.05 9325.84 595.10
14 139.42 159.11 9.50 10.50 3.20 4.77 0.21 0.11 0.10 0.12 14,500.09 5912.40 595.10
16 128.23 142.32 9.50 10.50 3.20 4.77 0.19 0.11 0.10 0.09 10,080.83 3667.01 595.10

4 10 175.27 212.87 6.84 8.17 0.57 2.70 0.30 0.10 0.09 0.24 30,295.67 14,415.79 391.25
12 175.27 212.87 8.34 9.52 2.05 3.92 0.30 0.10 0.09 0.24 30,536.15 14,493.64 473.71
14 175.27 212.87 9.20 10.25 2.89 4.55 0.30 0.11 0.09 0.24 30,808.64 14,571.39 554.85
16 175.27 212.87 9.75 10.71 3.44 4.94 0.30 0.11 0.10 0.24 31,095.68 14,649.13 635.21
18 175.27 212.87 10.14 11.01 3.83 5.19 0.30 0.11 0.10 0.24 31,390.55 14,726.90 715.06

f 25 175.27 212.87 11.75 12.00 6.41 6.81 0.30 0.09 0.09 0.24 30,311.82 14,522.33 426.57
50 175.27 212.87 11.00 11.50 5.34 6.13 0.30 0.09 0.09 0.24 30,514.90 14,550.68 479.64
100 175.27 212.87 9.50 10.50 3.20 4.77 0.30 0.11 0.10 0.24 30,950.89 14,610.26 595.10
125 175.27 212.87 8.75 10.00 2.12 4.09 0.30 0.11 0.10 0.24 31,183.80 14,641.49 657.50
150 175.27 212.87 8.00 9.50 1.05 3.41 0.30 0.12 0.10 0.24 31,426.65 14,673.68 723.01

g 8 175.12 212.70 9.50 10.50 3.20 4.77 0.20 0.11 0.10 0.23 30,913.30 14,591.46 595.10
10 175.19 212.78 9.50 10.50 3.20 4.77 0.25 0.11 0.10 0.23 30,930.21 14,599.92 595.10
12 175.27 212.87 9.50 10.50 3.20 4.77 0.30 0.11 0.10 0.24 30,950.89 14,610.26 595.10
14 175.37 212.99 9.50 10.50 3.20 4.77 0.35 0.11 0.10 0.24 30,975.34 14,622.48 595.10
16 175.48 213.12 9.50 10.50 3.20 4.77 0.40 0.11 0.10 0.24 31,003.56 14,636.59 595.10

Table 3
Sensitivity analysis for the key parameters of the DD model.

Parameter Value Value

u* p*r p*m b*t b*r r*1 r*2 q* y*1 y*2 g*1 g*2 P*
m P*

R P*
T

a 8 261.50 291.53 261.91 9.50 10.50 3.20 4.77 1.00 0.11 0.10 0.19 1.00 141,276.16 7692.84 595.10
10 176.11 195.01 176.26 9.50 10.50 3.20 4.77 0.60 0.11 0.10 0.12 0.47 52,528.93 4058.08 595.10
12 139.84 151.38 139.91 9.50 10.50 3.20 4.77 0.43 0.11 0.10 0.07 0.25 21,377.77 2087.26 595.10
14 119.78 126.08 119.81 9.50 10.50 3.20 4.77 0.33 0.11 0.10 0.04 0.12 8500.09 1046.38 595.10
16 107.04 109.41 107.05 9.50 10.50 3.20 4.77 0.27 0.11 0.10 0.01 0.04 3580.83 581.91 595.10

4 10 176.11 195.01 176.26 6.84 8.17 0.57 2.70 0.60 0.10 0.09 0.12 0.47 51,873.71 3863.62 391.25
12 176.11 195.01 176.26 8.34 9.52 2.05 3.92 0.60 0.10 0.09 0.12 0.47 52,114.19 3941.47 473.71
14 176.11 195.01 176.26 9.20 10.25 2.89 4.55 0.60 0.11 0.09 0.12 0.47 52,386.68 4019.21 554.85
16 176.11 195.01 176.26 9.75 10.71 3.44 4.94 0.60 0.11 0.10 0.12 0.47 52,673.72 4096.96 635.21
18 176.11 195.01 176.26 10.14 11.01 3.83 5.19 0.60 0.11 0.10 0.12 0.47 52,968.59 4174.73 715.06

f 25 176.11 195.01 176.26 11.75 12.00 6.41 6.81 0.60 0.09 0.09 0.12 0.47 51,889.86 3970.16 426.57
50 176.11 195.01 176.26 11.00 11.50 5.34 6.13 0.60 0.09 0.09 0.12 0.47 52,092.94 3998.50 479.64
100 176.11 195.01 176.26 9.50 10.50 3.20 4.77 0.60 0.11 0.10 0.12 0.47 52,528.93 4058.08 595.10
125 176.11 195.01 176.26 8.75 10.00 2.12 4.09 0.60 0.11 0.10 0.12 0.47 52,761.84 4089.31 657.50
150 176.11 195.01 176.26 8.00 9.50 1.05 3.41 0.60 0.12 0.10 0.12 0.47 53,004.69 4121.50 723.01

g 8 175.51 194.36 175.66 9.50 10.50 3.20 4.77 0.40 0.11 0.10 0.12 0.47 52,264.87 4039.18 595.10
10 175.78 194.65 175.93 9.50 10.50 3.20 4.77 0.50 0.11 0.10 0.12 0.47 52,383.61 4047.68 595.10
12 176.11 195.01 176.26 9.50 10.50 3.20 4.77 0.60 0.11 0.10 0.12 0.47 52,528.93 4058.08 595.10
14 176.50 195.43 176.65 9.50 10.50 3.20 4.77 0.70 0.11 0.10 0.12 0.47 52,700.94 4070.40 595.10
16 176.95 195.92 177.10 9.50 10.50 3.20 4.77 0.80 0.11 0.10 0.12 0.47 52,899.79 4084.63 595.10

r 0 217.78 267.96 134.54 9.50 10.50 3.20 4.77 0.60 0.11 0.10 0.31 0.21 61,531.49 25,634.53 595.10
0.2 201.11 238.78 151.22 9.50 10.50 3.20 4.77 0.60 0.11 0.10 0.24 0.32 50,109.00 14,658.98 595.10
0.4 184.44 209.60 167.91 9.50 10.50 3.20 4.77 0.60 0.11 0.10 0.16 0.42 49,115.13 6810.06 595.10
0.6 167.78 180.42 184.60 9.50 10.50 3.20 4.77 0.60 0.11 0.10 0.08 0.52 58,549.88 2087.76 595.10
0.8 151.11 151.24 201.29 9.50 10.50 3.20 4.77 0.60 0.11 0.10 0.00 0.63 78,413.24 492.09 595.10
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coordinationmechanism. It should be noted that, when the value of
F1 is lower than the value of F1 , the channel coordination contract
for elimination of channel conflicts would be infeasible.
7. Numerical examples and sensitivity analysis

7.1. Numerical examples

This section provides two numerical examples to demonstrate
the results derived in prior sections and examine the effectiveness
of the introduced coordination mechanism. Numerical examples
are solved for two decentralized CLSC, namely SD and DDmodels, a
DD centralized system, and a coordinated model. After that,
conclusions on the SD and DD models are offered and two channel
structures are compared. Then, sensitivity analyses are performed
to survey the effects of themain parameters on the behavior in both
models. The numerical values of the parameters in a CLCS are d ¼
25000, f ¼ 100, a ¼ 10, b ¼ 5, l ¼ 5, k ¼ 5, g ¼ 12, 4 ¼ 15, q ¼ 5,
cm ¼ 100, cr ¼ 75, qr ¼ 0:05, cq ¼ 2, c1 ¼ 800, and c2 ¼ 300. By
substituting these parameter values under concavity conditions, all
conditions for this data set are satisfied, and therefore, all models
are concave. Because the demand in both the online and traditional
channels must be non-negative, Conditions (37), (38), and (39) can
be applied to derive the value of r that satisfies 0:00 � r � 0:80 and
Conditions (5), (6), and (7) to derive a value of j that satisfies
0 � j � 1. Also, by applying Conditions (14) and (40), the feasible
range of f in the SD and the DD model can be obtained as 0 � f �



Fig. 2. Relationships between selling price, sales effort, and quality level.

Fig. 3. Relationships between transfer price, self-buyback price, cross-buyback price, and collection effort.
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749:18 and 0 � f � 1695:96, respectively.

Example 1. In this example, j ¼ 0:3 and r ¼ 0:3 are assumed,
which fall into the proper ranges for r and j. By using the solutions
proposed in Section 4, the values for the decision variables that
yield the maximum total profits can be obtained, as presented in
Table 1. As Table 1 shows, the total profit under the centralized DD
model is greater than it is under the decentralized DD model.
Therefore, the manufacturer tends to design appropriate contracts
to improve each member's profit and the total profit of the CLSC. In
addition, it is clear that, by considering r ¼ 0:3, the retailer loses
from the emergence of an online selling channel, and the retailer
profit in the SD model is greater than it is in the DD model. The lost
retailer profit leads to the channel friction, so by applying a



Fig. 4. Effects of r on optimal solutions and profits.

Fig. 5. Effects of j on buyback prices, transfer prices, and collection efforts.
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coordination mechanism, the manufacturer tends to eliminate
channel conflicts and obtain the consent of retailer for introducing
the online selling channel.

By applying the joint cooperative advertising and two-tariff
contract proposed in Section 6, the optimal values for
uCo*;uCo*; bCo*r ;mCo*; bCo*t ; and nCo* can be determined as 130.28,
0.00, 19.82, 0.36, 20.15, and 0.31, respectively.

Also, by using the feasible range for F1 and F2, the optimal range
of F1 and F2 under which the DD model is coordinated can be ob-
tained as fF12½19636:31;30230:73�and F22½20755:32� F1;
1119:01�g. Under this coordination mechanism, the DD model can
be effectively coordinated. However, the channel conflict might
remain between the retailer and the manufacturer, because when
F12½25964:16;30230:73�, the retailer's profit in the DD model is
lower than it is in the SD model. Therefore, to reduce channel
friction, the manufacturer offers a contract under which the retailer
has assurance that the profits in the coordinated model are greater
than they are in either the SD and DD models. Therefore, by
applying the channel coordination described in Section 6.1, the
optimal range of F1 that eliminates the channel conflict can be
obtained as F12½19636:31;25964:16�. For instance, by considering
F1 and F2 as 20,000 and 500, the optimal values of

PCo*
M ; PCo*

R ; and PCo*
T can be obtained as 48,053.16, 20,574.42, and

1214.12, respectively.

Example 2. It is assumed that j ¼ 0:3 and r ¼ 0:3, which fall into
the proper ranges for r and j. By using the solutions proposed in
Section 4, the values for the decision variables that yield the
maximum total profits can be obtained, as shown in Table 1. In
addition, by applying the joint cooperative advertising and two-
tariff contract proposed in Section 5, the optimal values of
uCo*;uCo*; bCo*r ;mCo*; bCo*t ; and nCo* can be determined as 138.52,
0.50, 19.82, 0.36, 20.15, and 0.31, respectively. Also, by using the
feasible ranges for F1 and F2, the optimal ranges of F1 and F2 under
which DD model is coordinated are



Fig. 6. Effects of a on optimal solutions and profits.

Fig. 7. Effects of g on optimal solutions and profits.
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Fig. 8. Effects of 4 on optimal solutions and profits.

Fig. 9. Effects of f on optimal solutions and profits.
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Fig. 10. Changes of the selling price, the quality level, and the sales and collection efforts with respect to various parameters.
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Fig. 11. Changes of the buyback price and the collection effort with respect to various parameters.
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fF12½7179:48;11497:05�and F22½8298:49� F1; 1119:01�g. Under
this coordination mechanism, the DD model can be effectively co-
ordinated. However, in this example, the channel conflict between
the retailer and the manufacturer cannot be eliminated completely,
and in this coordinated system, the retailer can only be more
satisfied than it can in a situation without the coordination
mechanism.

In fact, in this example, by using the relationship proposed in

Section 6.1 and using F1 ¼ PCA*
R ðuCo*; uCo*; bCo*r ;mCo*Þ� maxfPD*

R ;

PSD*
R g, the value of F1 is obtained as 944.87, which does not satisfy

the relationship F1 � F1 . Therefore, in this example, the retailer's
profit in this coordinated system can only be greater than that of
the DD model. For instance, by considering F1 and F2 as 7200 and

500, the optimal values of PCo*
M ; PCo*

R ; and PCo*
T are obtained as

51,930.43, 20,574.42, and 8355.12, respectively.
7.2. Sensitivity analysis

By considering the numerical values of the parameters in
Example 2, sensitivity analysis is performed on the key parameters
a, d, 4, f, g, j, and r of the models to survey their effects on the
values that lead to optimal profits for each supply chain member.
Problems were solved with selected values, and the results are
shown in Tables 2 and 3.

To illustrate the behavior of the decision variables and the
profits for increasing values of the various parameters, the optimal
values and total profits were determined. Figs. 2e11 show the
outcomes of the parameters changed in both decentralized models.
By using Propositions 7e16, the optimal values of r1, r2, and r3
are 0.510, 0.378, and 0.20, respectively. According to Fig. 4 and
Proposition 7, the quality of products in the DD model is always
better than that of the products in the SD model. Using Proposition
8, one sees that r1 ¼ 0:510. To compare uDD with uSD, the value of r
was changedwithin the feasible range, as shown in Fig. 4. When r is
lower than r1 ¼ 0:510, the relationship uSD <uDD is satisfied, and
when r falls in the range of 0:510 � r � 0:80, one can conclude that
uDD � uSD. According to Fig. 4, when r is lower than r2 ¼ 0:378, the
market share of the retailer is high, and the selling price offered by
the retailer in the SDmodel is lower than that in the DDmodel (i.e.,
pSDr <pDDr ). However, when r exceeds a threshold r2, the relation-
ship pDDr � pSDr is satisfied. In addition, according to Fig. 4 and
Propositions 11 and 13, when the market share of the retailer is
lower than 0:20, the retailer exerts greater sales effort in the DD
model than in the SD model (i.e., gSD1 < gDD1 ) and the retailer's profit
in the DD model is greater than it is in the SD model (i.e.,

PSD
R <PDD

R ). However, when 0:20 � r � 0:80, gDD1 � gSD1 and PDD
R �

PSD
R are satisfied. Fig. 4 shows changes to the value of r within the

feasible range. The results indicate that PDD
M is always greater than

PSD
M ; therefore, it is concluded that PSD

M <PDD
M . In addition, ac-

cording to Fig. 5, in the reverse flow, if 0:00 � j< 0:50, then r1 < r2,
and y1 > y2. If 0:50 � j<1:00, then r1 > r2and y1 < y2. Actually, the
channel that has more market share exerts more collection efforts
and offers a lower buyback price than the other channel.

Fig. 2 illustrates relationships between the selling price, sales
effort, and quality level. According to Fig. 2a, as the quality of the
products increase, selling price also increases. Fig. 2b shows that by
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increasing the manufacturer's selling price, the retailer's selling
price increases, indicating that the selling prices of both are related
to each other. According to Fig. 2c, an incremental increase in the
quality of the products results in increasing sales efforts. In other
words, as the quality of products increases the manufacturer or the
retailer invest more in the advertisement. Fig. 2d indicates that as
the selling price of the online channel increases, the retailer exerts
more sales effort.

Fig. 3a and b shows that when the transfer price for returning
products from the third party increases, the third party increases
the collection effort and buyback price. In addition, when the
buyback price of the retailer increases, the collection effort of the
third party decreases and the third party buyback price increases.

As shown in Tables 2 and 3, when the self-price coefficient ðaÞ
increases, u*, p*r , p

*
m, q

*, g*1, g
*
2, P

*
M , and P*

R decrease and r*1, r
*
2; y

*
1,

y*2, and P*
T do not change. In fact, when a is increased, the sensi-

tivity of customers to price increases; therefore, according to
Fig. 10e, the optimal strategy shifts from production of high-quality
goods at high prices to production of goods with relatively low
quality at low prices, which leads to decreasing profits for the
manufacturer and retailer. Also, the results reveal that as the own

price effect increases, sales effort decreases
�
vgDD1
va ¼

�k½2c1ð1�rÞd�uk2þ2c1bpmþ2c1gq�
ð2ac1�k2Þ2 < �2c1kDr

ð2ac1�k2Þ2 <0
�
. The effects of a on

optimal solutions and profits are shown in Fig. 6.
In addition, Fig. 10e indicates that, as the cross-selling price

increases and the competition between channels intensifies, the
quality level of products increases. According to Fig. 10f, the
increased increments of competition between two selling channels
result in increased sales effort. Because of the competition, each
channel member tries to exert more effort to increase its profit�
vgDD

1
vb

¼ kpm

2ac1�k2 >0
�
.

When the quality sensitivity parameter ðgÞ increases in the DD

and SD models in which the parameters apply, u*, p*r , p
*
m, q

*, P*
M ,

and P*
R increase and r*1, r

*
2, y

*
1, y

*
2, g

*
1, g

*
2, and P*

T do not change.
According to Fig. 10c, when the sensitivity of customers to the

quality level, g ,increases, the price of the products increases
�
vpDD

r
vg ¼

c1g
2ac1�k2 >0

�
, and the optimal strategy shifts such that the produc-

tion of goods with relatively high quality and offered at high prices
increase the profits of the manufacturer and the retailer. The effects
of g on the optimal solutions and profits are shown in Fig. 7.

In addition, according to Equation (42), vpDD
r

vk ¼
2c1k½ð1�rÞd�auþbpmþgq�

ð2ac1�k2Þ2 > 2c1kDr

ð2ac1�k2Þ2 >0, which indicates that by

increasing the sales effort impact, the prices of the products in-
crease. The effects of g and k on selling price are shown in Fig. 10c.
Also, the effects of a and g on sales effort are presented in Fig. 10d.

Fig. 10a and b shows that when the basic market demand faced
by the retailer, ð1� rÞd, increases, the retailer's sales effort and
selling price increase as well. In fact, the incremental increase of the
potential market demand for the retailer's product motivates the
retailer to exert more sales effort and increase the retailer selling
price. However, when there is a lack of demand, the retailer prefers
to decrease the selling price and exert lower sales effort.

According to Fig. 10g and h, by increasing the quality improve-
ment cost, the selling price of the products decreases. In fact, as the
quality improvement cost increases, the quality of the products
decreases and as a result, the selling price of the products and the
sales effort decrease. In addition, by increasing the sales-effort cost
coefficient, the sales effort and the selling price of the products

slightly decrease (vp
DD
r

vc1 ¼ �k2½ð1�rÞd�auþbpmþgq�
ð2ac1�k2Þ2 < 2c1kDr

ð2ac1�k2Þ2 <0 and

vgDD
1

vc1 ¼ �2ak½ð1�rÞd�auþbpmþgq�
ð2ac1�k2Þ2 < 2c1kDr

ð2ac1�k2Þ2 <0).

According to Fig. 11a and b, the increment of the sensitivity of
customers to the collection effort results in increasing collection
effort and decreasing buyback price, and by increasing the collec-
tion effort cost coefficient, the collection effort decreases and the
buyback price increases. In other words, when the customers are
more sensitive to the collection effort, the third party and the
retailer prefer to decrease their buyback prices and instead invest in
exerting more collection effort. In addition, by increasing l, the
sensitivity of the collection effort to the collection-effort cost co-
efficient increases.

When the self-buyback price effect ð4Þ increases, the following
findings are found in the respective model inwhich the parameters

apply: r*1, y
*
1, and y*2 decrease, r*1, P

*
M , P*

R, and P*
T increase, and u*,

p*r , p
*
m, g

*
1, g

*
2; and q* do not change. The results reveal that as the

effect of self-buyback price on the return quantity expansion in-
creases, the third party buys used products at high prices and the
retailer buys them at low prices and both of them make less effort
to collect them. As a result, investments in collection effort
decrease and quantity of returns increases, and as a consequence,
all three supply chain members earn more profit than when the
buyback price is not increased. The effects of 4 on optimal solutions
and profits are shown in Fig. 8.

Furthermore, according to Fig. 11c and d, when the competition
between reverse channels intensifies and the cross-buyback price

effect increases, self-buyback price increases
�
vrDD1
vq

¼ c2r2
2c24�l2 >0

�

and the collection effort decreases
�
vyDD1
vq

¼ �lr2
2c24�l2 <0

�
. In fact, in

this situation, the collector should increase the buyback price and
decrease its collection effort.

When the basic return quantity ðfÞ is increased in the DD and SD
models in which the parameters apply, r*1 and r*2 decrease, y*1, y

*
2,

P*
M , P*

R, and P*
T increase, and u*, p*r , p

*
m, g

*
1, g

*
2; and q* do not

change. The results show that as the basic return quantity in-
creases, both the third party and retailer buy used products at high
prices and make extensive effort to collect them. As a result, the
quantity of returns increases and all three supply chain members
earn more profit than when the buyback price remains unchanged.
The effects of f on optimal solutions and profits are shown in Fig. 9.

8. Conclusions

In this paper, a joint optimization model of the pricing, return,
and quality policies as well as sales and collection efforts, were
presented in CLCSs with two types of channel structures that
include a manufacturer, retailer, and third party in a Stackelberg
situation. Specifically, customer demand was assumed to depend
on the cross and buyback prices, quality of products, and the sales
effort. Furthermore, customer returns depend on the buyback price
and collection effort. Two different channel structures were
established to discuss the influence of different channel formats on
the manufacturer, retailer, third party, and the entire CLSC. These
structures include a single-channel forward supply chain with a
dual-recycling channel (SD model) and dual-channel forward
supply chain with a dual-recycling channel (DD model) in a
decentralized system. Because the emergence of an online selling
channel leads to channel conflict, a novel and effective coordination
mechanism was introduced to either eliminate or reduce this
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friction between the retailer and the manufacturer. Furthermore,
the equilibrium solutions of two different structures were
compared and the results were analyzed. In addition, sensitivity
analyses on the main parameters using numerical studies were
carried out and thereby several instructive managerial insights
were derived. Also, the beneficial choice of channel structure was
discussed from the standpoint of the manufacturer, retailer, third
party, and customer. The conclusions suggest that customers can
select the best structure with respect to the parameters of selling
and buyback prices, product quality, and sales effort.

Through the analyses, the following important managerial in-
sights are offered: (1) the manufacturer's profit in the DD model is
invariably better than it is in the SD system; (2) the best choice
model (SD or DD) for the retailer depends on the level of customer
loyalty to the direct channel; (3) the third party's profits in the SD
and the DD models are equal; (4) selling and wholesale prices
depend on the market share of the direct channel; (5) the quality of
products in the DD model is always greater than it is in the SD
model; (6) for both the third party and the retailer, the buyback
prices in the DD system are equal to the buyback price in the SD
system; (7) as the effect of the self-buyback price on the return
quantity expansion increases, the third party buys used products at
high prices, the retailer buys them at low prices, and both make
relatively little effort to collect them, and as a consequence, all
three supply chain members earn greater profits than when the
buyback price is unchanged; (8) the collection channel member
with a predominant market share exerts greater collection effort
and offers lower buyback price than the other collection channel;
(9) as the competition between selling channels intensifies, the
quality of products and the sales effort increase because by inten-
sification of the competition, each channel member tends to exert
more effort to increase its profit; furthermore, as the competition
between reverse channels intensifies and the cross-buyback price
effect increases, the self-buyback price increases and the collection
effort decreases; (10) as the quality improvement cost increases,
the selling price of the products and the sales effort decrease, and
by increasing the sales-effort cost coefficient, the sales effort and
the selling price of the products slightly decrease; (11) the incre-
ment of the sensitivity of customers to the sales effort results in
increasing the price of the products. In addition, when the cus-
tomers are more sensitive to the collection effort, the third party
and the retailer prefer to decrease their buyback prices and instead
invest in exerting more collection effort.

The model developed in this paper has a few limitations that
should be ameliorated in future research. The CLCS featured one
retailer, so future studies could look at a circumstance with mul-
tiple retailers. An interesting extension to this work includes
consideration of coordination mechanisms, such as revenue
sharing. Another possible study direction specifies game models
with asymmetric information.
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Appendix A. Proof of Propositions 1 and 4

The Hessian matrix PSD
R or PDD

R with respect to pr; g1; and y2 is
given by
HSD
R ¼ HDD

R ¼

2
664
�2a k 0 0
k �c1 0 0
0 0 �c2 �l
0 0 �l �24

3
775 (101)

To prove that the joint total profit is concave in pr ;g1;and y2, we
must show that x$HSD

R $xT <0 or x$HDD
R $xT <0 where x ¼ ½pr ; g1; y2;

r2�. By Solving x$HSD
R $xT <0 or x$HDD

R $xT <0, we can obtain the
following condition:

c1 >
2g1kpr � 2p2r a� 24r22 � c2y22 � 2lr2y2

g21
(102)

Therefore, if Condition (70) is satisfied, HSD
R or HDD

R will be a
negative definite Hessian matrix.
Appendix B. Proof of Propositions 2 and 5

The Hessian matrix associated with the profit function PSD
T or

PDD
T is given by:

HSD
T ¼ HDD

T ¼

�c2 �l

�l �24


(103)

To prove that the joint total profit is concave in r1 and y1, we
need to show that jH1T j<0 and jH2T j>0. Because c2 >0,
jH1T j ¼ �c2 <0 is always satisfied. Also, by solving jH2T j ¼ 2c24�
l2 >0, the following condition is obtained:

c1 >
l2

24
(104)

Therefore, if Condition (73) is satisfied, PSD
T , and PDD

T will be
negative definite Hessian matrices.
Appendix C. Proof of Proposition 3

The Hessian matrix associated with the profit function HSD
M is

given by

HSD
M ¼

2
664
0 g 0 0
g �2cqðdþ kg1 � apr þ 3gqÞ 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

3
775 (105)

To prove that the PSD
M joint total profit is concave in u and q, x$

HSD
M $xT <0 where x ¼ ½u; q;At ;Ar� must be proven.

By solving x$HSD
M $xT <0, we obtain the following condition:

cq >
gu

qðdþ g1k� apr þ 3gqÞ (106)

Moreover, to ensure 0< q* <1, 0< q* ¼ g
2acq

<1 is solved to yield

the following expression:

cq >
g

2a
(107)

By integrating Conditions (76) and (77), the following is
obtained
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cq >max
�

gu

qðg1k� ðaþ dÞpr þ drr þ 3gqÞ;
g

2a

�
(108)
Appendix D. Proof of Proposition 6

For PDD
M The Hessian matrix can be written as follows:
HDD
M ¼

2
6666664

�2a b gþ 2cqqða� bÞ k 0 0
b 0 g 0 0 0
gþ 2cqqða� bÞ g �2cqðd� ða� bÞðpr þ pmÞ þ kðg1 þ g2Þ þ 6gqÞ �2cqkq 0 0
k 0 �2cqkq �c1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0

3
7777775

(109)
To prove that the joint total profit is concave in u;pm;q; and y2,
u; pm; q; and y2 where x ¼ ½pm;u; q; g2;At ;Ar � should be proven. By
Solving x$HDD

M $xT <0, the following condition is obtained:

cq >

�
2pmðkg2 � apm þ gqþ buÞ � c1g22 þ 2gqu

	
2q2½d� ða� bÞðpr þ 3pmÞ þ kðg1 þ 3g2Þ þ 6gq� (110)

Therefore, if Condition (80) is satisfied, HDD
M will be a negative

definite Hessian matrix.
Thus, qSD can be obtained by solving the first-order condition as

follows:

qDD* ¼ g

2cqða� bÞ (111)
r1 ¼

4ab2cqða� bÞ2
h
adc1

h
8ac1 þ 6k2

i
þ k4½acm þ d� � 2acmc1k

2ðaþ bÞ
i
� 2abc1g

2k2
�
24a3 þ 13a2bþ 13ab2 þ 6b2

�
þ24a2bc21g

2ð2a� bÞðaþ bÞða� bÞ þ bg2k4
�
12a3 � 7a2b� 6ab2 þ 3b3

�
8a2cqdða� bÞ2

h
ða� bÞ�4ac1�ac1 � k2

�þ k4
	� b2c1k2

i (115)
To ensure 0< qDD* <1, we solve 0< qDD* ¼ g
2cqða�bÞ<1, which

yields the following expression:

cq >
g

2ða� bÞ (112)

Therefore, Conditions (80) and (82) are integrated as follows:
r2 ¼

4abcqða� bÞ2
h
16a2bdc21

�
ac1 � k2

�
�a2c1cmk

2
h
4c1

�
3a2 þab� b2

�
� k2ð4aþ3bÞ

i
þ7

�abc1g
2k2

h
4ac1

�
37a3 �21a2b�25ab2 þ13b3

�
� k2

�
72a3 �41a2b�38ab2 þ19b3

�
8a2cqdða� bÞ2�2ac1 � k2

��ða� bÞ�2
cq>max

( �
2pmðkg2�apmþgqþbuÞ�c1g

2
2þ2gqu

i
2q2½d�ða�bÞðprþ3pmÞþkðg1þ3g2Þþ6gq�;

g

2ða�bÞ

)
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Appendix E. Proof of Proposition 7
To show that qSD < qDD, q
DD

qSD >1 should be proven. The following

condition is used

qDD

qSD
¼ aþ d

a� bþ d
>1 (114)

According to Equation (84), qSD < qDD is proven.
Appendix F. Proof of Proposition 8

Fig. 2 shows that there is a possibility that uDD ¼ uSD. Because
vuDD

vr >0 and vuSD

vr ¼ 0, r1 may exist in the feasible range of r, making

uDD ¼ uSD. r1 can be obtained by solving uDD ¼ uSD. So, r1is given
by
Appendix G. Proof of Proposition 9

Fig. 2 shows that there is a possibility that pDDr ¼ pSDr . Because
vpDD

r
vr >0 and vpSD

r
vr ¼ 0, r2 may exist in the range of maxfrmin;0g � r �

minfrmax;1g making pDDr ¼ pSDr . r2 can be obtained by solving
pDDr ¼ pSDr . Therefore, r2 is given as follows:
c1abdk
4 � bk6ðacm þ dÞþ8a3cmc31ða�bÞðaþbÞ

i
� bg2k6

�
12a3 �7a2b�6ab2 þ3b3

�
i
þ8a3bc31g

2ð13a�7bÞ
�
a2 �b2

�
ac21ð3aþ bÞþ k4

	�ac1k2ð5a�3bÞ	
(116)
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Appendix H. Proof of Proposition 10

According to the optimal buyback prices in the SD and DD
models, rSD ¼ rDD. Also, according to the optimal values for the
collection efforts in the SD and DD models, ySD1 ¼ yDD1 .
Appendix I. Proof of Proposition 11

Fig. 2 shows that there is a possibility that gDD1 ¼ gSD1 . Because
vgDD

1
vr >0 and vgSD

1
vr ¼ 0, r3 may exist in the range of maxfrmin;0g � r �

minfrmax; 1g, making gDD1 ¼ gSD1 , r3 obtainable by the solution of

gDD1 ¼ gSD1 . Therefore, r3is given by:
r3 ¼
4bða� bÞ

h
cmcqk2

h
4ac1

�
3a2 � 2b2

�
� k2

�
4a2 � ab� 2b2

�i
� abcqdk2

�
4ac1 � k2

�iþ 4abc1g2k2
�
a2 � ab� b2

�
� 8a2bc21ða� bÞðaþ bÞ�4acmcqða� bÞ þ g2

	þ bg2k4ðaþ bÞ
8acqdða� bÞ�2ac1 � k2

�h
k2

�
a2 þ ab� b2

�
� 2ac1

�
a2 � b2

�i
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Appendix J. Proof of Proposition 12

In the DD model, the manufacturer sells products through the
direct channel and retailers; therefore, the manufacturer's profit in
the DD model is greater than it is in the SD model (as shown in

Fig. 4). To prove this proposition, PDD
M �PSS

M <0 and PDD
M �PSD

M <0
must be proven. Because the Proof of this expression is similar to
the previous proofs and is huge, it is omitted.
Appendix K. Proof of Proposition 13
HC ¼

2
6666666666664

�2a 2b gþ2cqqða� bÞ k 0 0 0 0 0
2b �2a gþ2cqqða� bÞ 0 k 0 0 0 0
gþ2cqqða� bÞ gþ2cqqða� bÞ �2cqðd�ða� bÞðpr þpmÞþ kðg1 þ g2Þþ6gqÞ �2cqkq �2cqkq 0 0 0 0
k 0 �2cqkq �c1 0 0 0 0 0
0 k 0 0 �c1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 �24 2q �l 0
0 0 0 0 0 2q �24 0 �l
0 0 0 0 0 �l 0 �c2 0

0 0 0 0 0 �l 0 �c2

3
7777777777775
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Fig. 2 shows that there is a possibility that PSD
R ¼ PDD

R . Because
vPDD

R
vr <0 and vPSD

R
vr ¼ 0, r3 may exist in the feasible range of r, making

PSD
R ¼ PDD

R . Solving PSD
R ¼ PDD

R yields r3 (see Appendix I).
Appendix L. Proof of Proposition 14
cq >
2prðkg1 � apr þ gqÞ þ 2pmðkg2 � apm þ gqÞ þ 4bprpm þ c1

�
g21 þ g22

�� 24
�
r21 þ r22

�þ 4qr1r2 � 2lðr1y1 þ r2y2Þ þ c2
�
y21 þ y22

�
2q2½d� 3aðpr þ pmÞ þ 3kðg1 þ g2Þ þ 6gq�

(119)
According to the optimal profit of the third party in the SD and
DD models, r1; r2; y1; and y2 in the DD model are equal to those in

the SD model, and thus, it is concluded that PSD
T ¼ PDD

T . The result
comes from the reverse supply chain in DD and SD models having
the same structure.

Appendix M. Proof of Proposition 15

Fig. 2 shows that there is a possibility that r1 ¼ r2. Because
vr1
vj >0

and vr2
vj <0, j1 may exist in the range of

maxfjmin;0g � j � minfjmax;1g making r1 ¼ r2. Therefore, By
solving r1 ¼ r2, j1 can be obtained as j1 ¼ 1=2.

Appendix N. Proof of Proposition 16
Fig. 2 shows that there is a possibility that y1 ¼ y2. Because
vy1
vj <

0 and vy2
vj >0, j2 may exist in the range of

maxfjmin;0g � j � minfjmax;1g making y1 ¼ y2. By solving y1 ¼
y2, j2 can be obtained as j2 ¼ 1=2.
Appendix O. Proof of Proposition 17

For PC, the Hessian matrix is obtained as follows:
In order to prove that the joint total profit is concave in pCr ;p
C
m;q

C ;

gC1 ; gC2 ; rC1 ; rC2 ; y
C
1 ; and yC2, x$HC$xT <0, where x ¼ ½pCr ; pCm; qC ;

gC1 ; g
C
2 ; r

C
1 ; r

C
2 ; y

C
1 ; y

C
2 � must be proven.

By solving x$HC$xT <0, the following condition is obtained:
Therefore, similar to Appendix D, by considering quality level
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condition, the following condition is obtained:
cq >max

(
2prðkg1 � apr þ gqÞ þ 2pmðkg2 � apm þ gqÞ þ 4bprpm þ c1

�
g21 þ g22

�
� 24

�
r21 þ r22

�
þ 4qr1r2 � 2lðr1y1 þ r2y2Þ þ c2

�
y21 þ y22

�
2q2½d� 3aðpr þ pmÞ þ 3kðg1 þ g2Þ þ 6gq� ;

g

2ða� bÞ

)
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